ROLL
CSI
PoshFelt®

EXPERIENCE LUXURY
Wool has a rich legacy of performance that reaches far into history. Because if its natural water
repellance, wrinkle resistance and relatively high burning point, wool was the ideal textile to stay
warm, dry, and safe. In the modern day, however, wool keeps on performing as an incredible
expressive medium, as it retains vivid colors longer, stays clean, and delivers a soft, comforting
touch experience that plays on hundreds of years of familiarity.

ROLL
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INTR O DU CTIO N

Our Roll premium felt collection capitalizes on the incredible color vividness of felt as a primary
design medium, equipping you with the means to express yourself and your brand like never
before. Our color selection is carefully curated by Architects, outfitted for modern commercial
spaces and trendy fashion-forward spots alike. Get your project Rolling with clean, beautiful,
reliable 100% wool felt.
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S PECIFICATIONS

CONTENT
SIZING
THICKNESS

6’ Roll Width
2mm, 3mm, 5mm, 8mm, 10mm, 20mm

WEIGHT

Varies by Thickness; 0.15 lb/ft2 – .75 lb/ft2

COLORS

39 premier colorways

FIRE RATING
ENVIRONMENTAL
MAINTENANCE

Wall
Mounted

PoshFelt® 100% wool acoustic felt

Ceiling
Mounted

ASTM E84, Class-A Fire Rated Available
Contributes to LEED v4 Credits
Vacuum to remove dust
Clean spills with clean damp cloth, soap, water.
Mild fabric detergents. Always test on hidden areas first.

Ceiling
Suspended

Drop Grid

Fully
Suspended

Free
Standing

Modular

Furniture
Attachment

F E ATU R E S

WO O L FE LT
Non-toxic, non-allergenic, and anti-microbial
wool. 100% renewable and cruelty free.

ACO USTI CA L I NSUL ATI O N
Outstanding performance in
sound absorption.

E NVI RO NME NTA L
100% recyclable, VOC free,
non-toxic and non-allergenic.

TACTI LE
100% wool acoustic felt provides soft and
luxurious tactile experience.

FI RE RATE D
Class A rating, complies
with ASTM E84.

DURA B LE
Impact resistant, will not deteriorate
and is non-hygroscopic.

